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Abstract
Recently, a lot of research focus has been on how tomake solar cellsmore efficient. One direction is to
enhance the open-circuit voltageVoc by optimizing the emission of photons in the cell, where emission
is a necessary loss process due to the reciprocity between absorption and emission of light. Here, we
performed a Shockley-Queisser detailed balance analysis to predict the benefit ofmanaging emitted
photons in a single-junction solar cell. First, at low internal luminescence efficiency ηint, non-radiative
recombination dominates, andmanagement of emitted photons plays negligible role forVoc.
Similarly, for an external luminescence efficiency ηext<10%, externally emitted photons play
negligible role, andVoc is set either by non-radiative recombination; or parasitic absorption of
internally emitted photons. For higher ηext, theVoc can be boosted,maximally by 15%, by restricting
the external emission tomatch the incidence cone of theAM1.5D sun light spectrum. Such emission
restriction corresponds to lower escape probability of internally emitted photons, enhances photon
recycling, drops ηext, and actuallymakes the solar cell into aworse LED. Finally, for partly diffuse
incident light, by restricting the angular emission for photons in a 130 nmwavelength range around
the bandgap, we predict amaximum14% relative boost in solar cell efficiency. The results of this
paper are intended to serve as a general guideline on how to utilize emission-tuning possibilities to
develop highly efficient photovoltaic devices.

1. Introduction

Solar energy is a green source of energy, and solar cells could contribute a significant fraction of theworld energy
demand. The installed photovoltaics capacity increased from8 to 402 GW from2007 to 2017, showing
exponential increase [1]. By the end of 2017, an equivalent ofmore than 40 000 solar panels were installed per
hour, and solar cells supplied 1.9%of theworld-wide electricity production [1]. Hence, any design
improvements for better solar cell performance are expected to have noticeable impact on the global renewable
energy production.

For a solar cell, one of themost important figures ofmerit is the efficiency ηPV atmaximumpower point,
which tells us how large fraction of the incident solar energy can be converted to electrical energy [2, 3]. The
efficiency can be expressed in turn as j V FF I .PV sc oc inch = Here, jsc is the short-circuit current (density) that
shows up at zero voltage bias over the solar cell,Voc is the open-circuit voltage that is themaximumvoltage
obtained under sunlight, FF is the fill factor that gives the fraction of jscVoc that is extracted at themaximum
power point, and Iinc is the incident solar intensity (seefigure 1(a) for a schematic of the solar cell connected to
external circuit, figure 2(a) for the absorption of sun light to produce jSC, andfigure 2(b) for the resulting IV
curve). Therefore, to optimize the efficiency, we should aim tomaximize jsc,Voc, and FF.

An extensive research effort has been spent on investigating how to optimize jsc through varying light
trapping concepts.With such concepts, the interaction of the incident light with the solar cell absorber is
prolonged to enhance absorption probability [6, 7]. Another important research direction is the optimization of
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Voc. BothVoc and FF are set by the short-circuit current and the varying recombination processes within the
solar cell. Typically,Voc dropsmuch faster than FFwith increasing recombination (figure 2(b) and [8]). Then,
assuming optimized jsc, the variation in ηPV is directly proportional to the variation inVoc.

Hence, the recombination processes that limitVoc limit directly also ηPV. These recombination processes can
be divided into twomain categories: radiative and non-radiative recombination. In radiative recombination, a
photon results, for example from the recombination between an electron and a hole in a semiconductor-based
solar cell. Radiative recombination is an inherent process thatmust exist: an absorbing solar cellmust also emit
photons as required by reciprocity [9]. In contrast, non-radiative recombination could in principle be
minimizedwith perfectmaterials quality and optimumdesign of the solar cell. Thus, in an optimum solar cell,
the emission of photons limits the performance.

Recently,much of the research focus has been on the possibility to optimizeVoc throughmanagement of
emitted photons [9–17]. Especially with nanostructured solar cells, emission properties can be strongly tuned,
which has the potential of boostingVoc [18–20]. However, compared to the light-trapping schemes to enhance
jsc, optical analysis and design for boostingVoc can appearmore intricate.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a solar cell, where the patterning at the top indicates a possible nanostructuring formodifying the optical
properties. Here, the sunlight causes a current and a voltage in the external load. In this case, the external load receives the power
P=VI. Note that the external load and the solar cell are biased at the same voltage. TheAM1.5D solar spectrum corresponds to light
incident from a small incidence cone of 2.5° half-angle around the normal incidence [4], as schematically indicated by normally
incident light. (b)Emission from the solar cell at forward bias without incident sunlight. In this case, jsc=0 and the current is given by
the recombination current in equation (1). The external voltage source biases the solar cell at voltageV. The emission to the top side is
indicated by the angle θtop. Here, we indicate the possibility of emission into an inactive substrate by the angle θbot.

Figure 2. (a)Absorption of the 900 W m−2 AM1.5Ddirect and circumsolar spectrumby a single junction solar cell withEg=1.34 eV,
corresponding to awavelength ofλg=925 nm.Here, we assumed full absorption of above bandgap photons, which gives
jsc=31.3 mA cm−2 from equation (2). The regionmarked asThermalization indicates the energy that is lost due to relaxation of
photogenerated carriers to the bandgap energy. (b) IV curves for a single junction solar cell with Eg=1.34 eVwherewe assume the
maximum jsc=31.3 mA cm−2.We consider three cases of decreasingVoc: (1)Emission to the full hemisphere on the top air side and
no non-radiative recombination (ηint=1) (black line), (2)Nonon-radiative recombination (ηint=1) and emission to the full
hemisphere both on the top air side as well as into a n=3.5 refractive index substrate (red line), and (3)non-radiative recombination
that gives ηext=0.01 for the case of emission to just the top side (blue line). For these three cases, we obtainVoc=1.08, 1.01, and
0.96 V. The fill factor shows in contrast amuch smaller (relative) decrease with values of FF=0.89, 0.88, and 0.88. For the efficiencies,
we obtain ηPV=33.2% for the case of no non-radiative recombination and emission only to the top side. This value is the
conventional 1-sun Shockley-Queisser detailed balance limit [5]. For the case of emission to the top and bottom side, the efficiency
drops to ηPV=30.9%, and for ηext=0.01, we obtain ηPV=29.1%.
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Therefore, in this paper, we aim to establish the detailed connections betweenVoc and the internal and
external luminescence efficiencies both for radiatively and non-radiatively limited solar cells. Importantly, our
work highlights inwhich cases tuning of emission properties can be expected to affect the solar cell efficiency.

Inmore detail, the radiative recombination can be analyzed through a perspective fromwithin the active
region.Here, the active region denotes the region fromwhich photogenerated charge carriers can contribute to
an external current. In this viewpoint, an internally emitted photon can either escape the solar cell and result in
an externally emitted photon, be re-absorbed in the active region of the solar cell, giving rise to photon recycling,
or be parasitically absorbed in an inactive region of the solar cell [16]. Alternatively, we can focus on the external
properties of the emission of photons (seefigure 1(b) for schematic). In this case, we look at the directional and
polarization (pol) dependent emissivity etop(bot)(λ, θ,f, pol) from the solar cell to the top (bottom) side.Here,
etop(bot)(λ, θ,f, pol)=1 is the upper limit and corresponds to equally good emission into the direction given by
the polar angles θ andf as from a perfect blackbody at that wavelengthλ and polarization, and etop(bot)(λ, θ,f,
pol)=0 indicates total restriction of that emission [18].

In an alternative approach, the solar cell performance is analyzed in terms of its LEDperformance, with
electrical biasing over the cell tomake the cell emit photons [21]. In this case, two LEDquantum efficiency
measures are commonly used: (1)The external luminescence efficiency ηext, which is ameasure of the fraction of
electrically injected charge carriers that result in externally emitted photons and (2) the internal luminescence
efficiency ηint, which gives the fraction of internal recombination that leads to internal emission of photons [21].

Recently, there has been discussion of how tomanage the emitted photons to enhanceVoc [10–12,
14, 16, 17, 21, 22]. There have been reports indicating that the emission of photons can affectVoc noticeably even
when ηint is low [11, 23]. Such behaviour is in contradiction to the expectation fromdrift-diffusion based
semiconductor devicemodellingwhere at low ηint, the photon emission can be neglectedwithout losing
accuracy of results. There, in that case, it is enough to take into account just the dominating non-radiative
recombination [24, 25]. Thus, it is essential to clarify between these two opposite viewpoints for accurate solar
cell analysis and design. This clarification is especially important for nanostructured solar cells, which often
show low ηint due to the large surface-to-volume ratio that promotes additional surface recombination
compared to their bulk-like counterpart. Therefore, where appropriate, we give additional comments with
regard to nanostructured solar cells.

Here, we connect the internal and external emission properties, andwe relate the results to ηext and ηint.We
start our presentationwith a theoretical foundation for the solar cell analysis. There, we introduce the
assumptions for the short-circuit current and recombination processes fromwhich the IV-curve andVoc of the
solar cell can be calculated. After that, we connect analytically theVoc to the external and internal luminescence
efficiency. As next step, we discuss the connection between the external emissivity of the solar cell and the
probability that an internally emitted photon escapes. Such connection links the internal and external
management of emitted photons. Then, we discuss the effect of parasitic absorption onVoc. Next, we analyze
quantitatively the benefit ofmanagement of emitted photons for varying external luminescence efficiency and
parasitic absorption. After that, we touch on the topic of direct versus diffuse incident light and possible benefits
ofmanaging emitted photons for partly diffuse light.

Fromour results, wewould like to highlight that:

1. From our optics-based analysis, we show that at very low ηint, the non-radiative recombination sets theVoc,
and theway inwhichwemanage the internally emitted photons plays no role for the solar cell efficiency ηPV.
Thus, this viewpoint agrees with that of drift-diffusion based semiconductor device analysis where at low
ηint, it is enough to take into account just the dominating non-radiative recombination.

2.Management of externally emitted photons becomes of practical relevancewhen ηext>0.1.
To enhance the solar cell efficiency, we should limit the external emission for angles outside of the cone
fromwhich sunlight is incident. That is, we should aim for etop(θ,f, pol)→0 for angles θ larger than the
maximum incidence angle, as is conventionally proposed for external photonmanagement [9]. This
emission restriction reduces ηext and hence the LED efficiency. Thus, we canmake a solar cell better by
making it into aworse LED.We show that such limitation of the directional emissivity corresponds to a
decrease of the escape probability of the internally emitted photons.With decreasing escape probability, a
larger fraction of the internally emitted photons can be re-absorbed/recycled, leading to stronger effective
photogeneration inside the solar cell, which in turn allows for a largerVoc.

3. On the other hand, by increasing ηext through increasing materials quality in the active region,
corresponding to less non-radiative recombination and higher ηint, bothVoc and ηext increase. Hence, in
this approach, we canmake the solar cell better bymaking it into a better LED.
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4. At 100% internal luminescence efficiency, we obtain for an example bandgap energy of 1.34 V, which
maximizes the conventional single-junction 1-sun solar cell efficiency, amaximumVoc of 1.24 Vwhenwe
restrict the emission to a cone thatmatches the incident cone of 2.5° half angle of the AM1.5Ddirect and
circumsolar sun light.Without such restriction, we find aVoc of 1.08 V.When complete parasitic
absorption occurs for internally emitted photons that propagate downwards, which is equivalent to
emission to a refractive-indexmatched inactive substrate, theVoc drops further to 1.01 V. In that case, angle
restriction of the emission of photons to the top side gives an almost negligiblemaximum increase of 2 mV
inVoc since, for the refractive index of 3.5 assumed for the semiconductor, the loss of photons to the bottom
side is 3.52=12.25 times larger than to the top side, giving ηext=0.08.

5.When we move from the AM1.5D direct and circumsolar spectrum to the AM1.5G global tilt spectrum,
approximately 10%of the light is diffusively incident. For this case, we investigated the benefit of a special
type of angle restriction in the vicinity of the bandgap. To utilize the dominant, directly-incident light, we
allow for full absorptionwithin the cone of 2.5°half angle of the directly incident light also around the
bandgap. Due to reciprocity between absorption and emission, theremust be then full emission into that
cone.However, in the vicinity of the bandgap, we restrict emission for angles outside of this cone. Such
restriction leads to a decrease in jsc since we don’t utilize around the bandgap the diffuse light outside of this
small 2.5° cone. But at the same time, we gain inVoc from the limited emission of photons, which canmore
than compensate for the drop in jsc.With such angle restriction, we predict a 1% relative boost in ηPV at
ηext=0.5when the emission is restricted in a 40 nmwavelength range around the bandgap, 3%at
ηext=0.8 for restriction in a 60 nmwavelength range, and 14%at ηext=1 for restriction in a 130 nm
wavelength range.

2. Theoretical foundations for large-area solar cells

Weworkwith a simple diode-equation to enhance the transparency of our derivations.Where possible, we
highlight the underlying assumptions.We follow in spirit the classical work by Shockley andQueisser on the
detailed balance analysis of a solar cell [5], with additional comments, generalizations and clarifications as
needed for our analysis. In this way, we analyze general solar cell behavior. However, note that, for a specific
practical, non-ideal solar cell, additional loss-mechanisms can showup, both in jsc,Voc and FF [26]. Thus, for
numerically accurate analysis of a specific, non-ideal solar cell design, for example drift-diffusion-based
optoelectronicsmodelingmight be needed [24, 25, 27–29].

2.1. Expression for IV-curve
Let us assume that we have the following relation for the IV curve of the solar cell:

j V j j V 1sc rec= -( ) ( ) ( )

where I V A j Vcell= -( ) ( ) is the current in the external circuit at the applied voltageV (see figure 1(a)—note
thatwe have chosen the sign of the current within the solar cell to give positive current at short-circuit condition,
but for the external circuit we use the conventional notationwhere positive voltage gives rise to positive current).
Here,Acell is the area of the solar cell, whichwe assume to be so large thatwe can neglect any effects due to the
edges of the solar cell. j(V ) is the current (density) through the solar cell. jsc is the short-circuit current (density),
which results from the absorption of light in the active region of the solar cell and consecutive separation of
photogenerated charge carriers, like infigure 2(a), to result in current in the external circuit, as indicated in
figure 1(a). jrec(V ) is in turn the internal recombination current (density) in the solar cell, which is in the opposite
direction of jsc.When the voltage is such that jrec balances jsc to lead to zero current in the external circuit, we are
at the open-circuit voltageVoc (see figure 2(b)).

Note that the above j is the externally observed average current density when considering the solar cell as a
large-area black-box type solar cell. For example, in a nanowire array solar cell with axial p-n junction [30–32],
the actual, local current-density in the cross-section of each nanowire is enhanced by the limited area-coverage
of nanowires [25].

Importantly, here in equation (1), we assumed the superposition principle, that is, that jrec only depends on
the applied bias and not on photogenerated carriers (which in turn give rise to jsc). Note that if strong enough
recombination is present, this assumption could break down [33], like in a nanowire array solar cell with sub-
optimal side-wall surface passivation of each nanowire [24].

For simplicity, we assume negligible contact resistance and other parasitic resistances and shunts, which
could in principle be taken into account formally for example through additional terms in jrec(V ). In the
numerical examples, we focus on terrestrial solar cells and assume a temperature ofT=300 K for the solar cell.
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2.2. Single junction solar cell
We focus on a single-junction semiconductor solar cell. There, themost important quantity is the bandgap
energyEg of the active region. For the numerical examples given below, we exemplify withEg=1.34 eV.Note
however that our general conclusions are not dependent on this specific choice forEg. This bandgap of 1.34 eV
gives themaximum, conventional 1-sun Shockley-Queisser detailed balance efficiency [5, 18] of ηPV=33.2%
(see figure 2(b)). In comparison, for a single-junction solar cell under non-concentrated sun light, the highest
measured efficiency is 29.1% [2].

2.3. Assumption for jsc
For jsc, we assume [18]:

j q
I A

c
d

2
2sc

0

inc incg

ò
l l
p l

l=
l

ħ
( ) ( ) ( )

where q is the elementary charge, c E2g gl p= ħ with ħ the reduced Planck constant and c the speed of light in
vacuum, Iinc l( ) the incident solar spectrum, and Ainc l( ) the absorption in the active region, averaged and
weighted by the angular distribution of the incident spectrum.Here, we assume that the structure absorbs only
above bandgap photons. Furthermore, we assume that each absorbed photon contributes one charge carrier to
the short-circuit current. That is, we assume perfect collection of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs from
the active region into short-circuit current. See figure 2(a) for the solar spectrum and its utilization.

Themaximumvalue for jsc is obtained by assuming that A 1inc l =( ) forλ<λg. Then, for the chosen
bandgap ofEg=1.34 eV,we obtain jsc=31.3 mA cm−2 whenwe use for Iinc l( ) the 900Wm−2 AM1.5D direct
and circumsolar spectrum [4]. Note that this direct and circumsolar light is incident from a cone of a small half-
angle of 2.5° [4]. That is, the incidence angle ismaximally 2.5° from the normal of the solar cell (note that the
solar disc by itself covers a smaller disk of≈0.26° in half-angle, but without loss of generality of ourmain
conclusions, to focus on the AM1.5D spectrum, we use the half-angle of 2.5°). Towards the end, in section 3.6,
we discuss possible impact of diffuse incident light, especially in terms of the AM1.5 G spectrum.

Note that formore accurate numerical results, it is possible to generalize the absorptance to take into
account finite thickness of the absorber and below bandgap absorption in theUrbach tail [14]. However, such
refinements are not expected to affect our general conclusions about the effect onVoc ofmanagement of emitted
photons, which is themain focus of this work.

2.4. Assumption for radiative and non-radiative recombination
To keep the derivation simple, we assumenon-radiative recombination of the form j e 1qV kT

nr,0 -( ) [16]. Here,
jnr,0 originates from an integration of the non-radiative recombination in the volume and on the surface of the
active region.Note that themain conclusions about the effect of internal and external photonmanagement on
Voc are not dependent on this exact choice for the voltage dependence, such as the ideality factor (see supporting
information equation (S1), which is available online at stacks.iop.org/JPCO/3/055009/mmedia).

Then, if we assume that the radiative and non-radiative recombination are parallel pathways for
recombination, the recombination current in equation (1) is given by:

j V j j e 1 3qV kT
rec em,ext,0 nr,0= + -( ) ( )( ) ( )

where jem,ext,0 is set by the emission of photons out from the cell at thermal equilibrium (see supporting
information equation (S3) and [5, 18]).

The external emission can be divided into [18]:

j j j . 4em,ext,0 em,ext,0,top em,ext,0,bot= + ( )

Here, jem,ext,0,top is due to emission to the top side, and jem,ext,0,bot is due to emission to the bottom side, which
could consist for example of an inactive substrate as is common in research-stage nanostructured solar cells
[30–32], air, or a bottommirror. Themagnitudes of jem,ext,0,top and jem,ext,0,bot depend on how strong the
emission is to the different emission angles and polarizations at the top and bottom side, that is, how large the
emissivity e , , , poltop bot l q f( )( ) is at the top (bottom) side [18] (see figure 1(b)). Furthermore, the emission
depends on the refractive index n of surroundingmaterial as n2 [18, 34] (see also supporting information
equation (S3)). Importantly, a possible emissionmodification, for example throughnanostructuring, is captured
in amodification of e , , , poltop bot l q f( )( ) [18–20].

We obtain themaximumvalue for jem,ext,0,top and jem,ext,0,bot whenwe assumemaximumpossible emission

into the full hemisphere at the top and bottom side, respectively (see supporting information equation (S3)).
Thismaximum emission corresponds to e , , , pol 1top bot l q f =( )( ) into all external angles for .gl l< Similarly
aswith the assumption of no absorption of below bandgap photons in equation (2), we assume here no emission
of belowbandgap photons. Then, for the bandgap of 1.34 eV, we obtain for emission to the top side, assuming a
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refractive index of n 1top = there, j 2.36 10 mA cm .em,ext,0,top
17 2*= - - For emission into an inactive

semiconductor substrate of n 3.5,bot = we obtain j j 2.90 10 mA cm .n

nem,ext,0,bot

2

em,ext,0,top
16 2bot

top
*= = -( ) Note

that jem,ext,0,bot can be eliminatedwith a perfect back-mirror [10].
There aremultiple implicit assumptionsmade in the above derivation for the recombination and emission.

We assume implicitly that E q V kTg -  to be able to use the Boltzmann approximation that yields the

e 1qV kT -/ dependence for the radiative recombinationwith constant j :em,ext,0 otherwise we need to use the
Bose-Einstein distribution for the photons in the active region and the Fermi-Dirac distribution for the electrons
and holes [35] (the analysis can be performedwith suchmore complicated dependence, butwe believe that the
transparency of the derivations and conclusions increases when using the simpler e 1qV kT -/ dependence).
Similarly, for example degenerate doping can also lead to the need of using the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Hence,
here, we limit us to cases where E q V kT ,g -  and specifically to E q V kTg oc-  that actually applies for
all high-efficiency solar cells to date [2]. Furthermore, we assume that the doping concentrations are low enough
so that effects fromdegenerate doping are negligible.

Also, above, we assumed implicitly a constant quasi-Fermi level splitting through the active layer [9], so that
the voltageV is constant over thewhole active region. If the quasi-Fermi level splitting is not constant
throughout the active region, a lower efficiency is predicted [36]. Finally, we assumed implicitly that the
emissivity that applies at thermal equilibrium applies also out of equilibrium, and that emission is enhanced by
the factor eqV kT [9]. Hence, we assumed that all regions that emit light at thermal equilibrium are in a region
fromwhich the emission is enhanced by the factor of e .qV kT Thus, we then implicitly assume that there is no
parasitic absorption: thermal emission from a parasitically absorbing regionwould not be enhanced by the
voltage over the active region. Below,we discuss the topic of parasitic absorption.

2.5. Assumption for parasitic absorption
Parasitic absorption of emitted photons is an absorption process that does not create electron-hole pairs into the
active region. As the amount of parasitic absorption is, in the linear optics regime, proportional to the amount of
emitted photons, parasitic absorption can be included by adding a term j e 1qV kT

parasitic,0 -( ) into equation (3),
giving

j j j j j e 1 5
qV
kTsc em,ext,0 parasitic,0 nr,0= - + + -( )( ) ( )

3. Results

Below, in section 3.1, we derive the dependence ofVoc on the external luminescence efficiency ηext. In
section 3.2, to complement analysis based on ηext, we study the dependence ofVoc on the internal luminescence
efficiency ηint and p ,esc the average probability that an internally generated photon escapes. There, we show that
pesc should beminimized tomaximizeVoc. In section 3.3, we connect pesc to the external emissivity and discuss
how aminimization of pesc is connected to angular restriction of external emission. Next, in section 3.4, we
discuss how parasitic absorption could affectVoc. Then, in section 3.5, we give numerical examples of the benefit
ofminimizing pesc for varying ηext and parasitic absorption. Finally, in section 3.6, we show the benefit of
emissionmanagement in the case of partially diffuse incident light.

3.1. The dependence ofVoc onηext

In the continuation, we consider voltages such that e 1,qV kT  which applies for theVoc of well-performing
solar cells [2]—note that kT/q is approximately 26 mV at the assumedT=300 K. Then equation (3), which
assumes negligible parasitic absorption, simplifies to the diode equation:

j j j j e 6qV kT
sc em,ext,0 nr,0= - +( ) ( )

which gives

V
kT

q

j j

j j
ln . 7sc

em,ext,0 nr,0

=
-

+

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ ( )
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Since j=0 at the open-circuit condition, we obtain:

V
kT

q

j

j j

kT

q

j

j

kT

q

j

j j

V
kT

q

ln

ln ln

ln . 8

oc
sc

em,ext,0 nr,0

sc

em,ext,0

em,ext,0

em,ext,0 nr,0

oc,rad exth

=
+

= +
+

= +

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

( ) ( )

HereV lnkT

q

j

joc,rad
sc

em,ext,0

= ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ is the radiatively limitedVoc that would be obtained in the absence of non-radiative

recombination, and
j

j jext
em,ext,0

em,ext,0 nr,0

h =
+

is the external luminescence efficiency [21, 37]. That is, ηext is the fraction

of net recombination processes that result in the emission of a photon out from the cell, either to the top or the
bottom side. See supporting information equation (S13) for how to include the emission to the bottom side
instead as a parasitic absorption loss by redefining ηext to include only emission to the top side.

Importantly, as seen from the first part of equation (8), to enhanceVoc, we can aim to decrease j .em,ext,0 In
that case, ηext decreases (assuming that jnr,0>0). Thus, with this approach, as the solar cell becomes better, it
behaves as a less efficient LED. In contrast, if we increasematerials quality such that jnr,0 decreases,Voc increases,
ηext increases, and the solar cell behaves as amore efficient LED.

3.2. The dependence ofVoc onηint and pesc
Next, we use that j p jem,ext,0 esc em, int ,0= (see equation (13) in Ref. [22]; and supporting information equation
(S11)). Here, pesc is the average probability that an internally generated photon escapes, and jem, int ,0 results from
a volume-integration of the internal photon-generation rate (see supporting information equations (S7)–(S11)).
We use also that .

j

j jint
em, int ,0

em, int ,0 nr,0

h =
+

Then, we can derive:

j

j j

p

p1 1
9ext

em,ext,0

em,ext,0 nr,0

esc int

esc int

h
h

h
=

+
=

- -( )
( )

and

V V
kT

q

p

p
ln

1 1
. 10oc oc,rad

esc int

esc int

h
h

= +
- -

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( )

( )

For low ηint, the expression in equation (10) simplifies toV V pln .kT

qoc oc,rad esc inth= + ( ) Here, atfirst sight, it

appears thatVoc would increase with increasing pesc if ηint stays fixed.However, note that there is pesc dependence

also inVoc,rad sinceV ln ln .kT

q

j

j

kT

q

j

p joc,rad
sc

em,ext,0

sc

esc em, int ,0

= =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ In this case of low ,inth

j

jint
em, int ,0

nr,0

h  and

V lnkT

q

j

joc
sc

nr,0

 ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ as also obtained directly from the initial diode equation (equation (6)), which simplifies to

j j j eqV kT
sc nr,0= - / since j jnr,0 em,ext,0 at low ηint.
Hence, at very low internal luminescence efficiency, the non-radiative recombination sets theV ,oc and the

way inwhichwemanage the emitted photons plays no role. Note that this result that pesc does not affectVoc at
low ηint can be obtained also from equation (31)** in Ref. [16] by using 0inth  there. Thus, from this optics
analysis, we obtain the same conclusion as often used in drift-diffusionmodeling [24, 25]: at low ηint, one can
neglect radiative recombination in the solar cell analysis.

More generally, for arbitrary ηint, equation (6) gives

V
kT

q

j

j j

kT

q

j

p j j
ln ln . 11oc

sc

em,ext,0 nr,0

sc

esc em, int ,0 nr,0

=
+

=
+

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ ( )

Hence, to enhanceVoc, we should target to decrease pesc.
To discuss in another waywhy a decrease in pesc leads to an increase inVoc, we use that p p1recycled esc= -

(still assuming negligible parasitic absorption). Here, precycled is the probability that an internally emitted photon
is re-absorbed in the active region, that is, recycled. That is, precycled shows the probability that an internally
emitted photon gives rise to an additional electron-hole pair in the active region. From equation (6), with
j p j ,em,ext,0 esc em, int ,0= we obtain that

j j p j e j j e . 12
qV
kT

qV
kTsc recycled em, int ,0 em, int ,0 nr,0= + - +( ) ( ) ( )
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Importantly, here, the second term, j j e ,em, int ,0 nr,0

qV
kT+( ) is due to the internal recombinationwhich does

not depend on pesc. Thus, we havemoved the dependence on pesc to thefirst term, j p j e ,sc recycled em, int ,0

qV
kT+( )

which is due to the photogeneration fromboth the external and internal illumination. Importantly, with
decreasing pesc, precycled increases and a larger fraction of the internally emitted photons contribute to
photogeneration in the active region, allowing for a higherVoc.

Note that in the above analysis, we looked at the dependence ofVoc on pesc. That is, we assumed that pesc is
the only changing parameter. However, if the change in pesc is accompanied for example by a simultaneous
change in j ,em, int ,0 we can imagine a case where jem, int ,0 decreases, relatively,more than pesc increases. Then
j p jem,ext,0 esc em, int ,0= decreases, andVoc increases as pesc increases. However, as we see it, this increase inVoc

does not occur due to the increase in pesc, but due to the even stronger relative decrease in j .em, int ,0 Similarly, we
can imagine a case where pesc increases while jnr,0 decreases in such away that p j jesc em, int ,0 nr,0+( ) decreases,
leading to an increase inVoc. However, again, the increase inVoc does not occur due to the increase in pesc.

3.3. The dependence of emissivity on pesc
Above, we saw that to enhanceVoc, we should decrease pesc, the probability that internally emitted photons
escape the cell. This dependence on pesc can be understood also from the following: (1) pesc is connected to the
angle dependent emissivity e , , , pol ,top bot l q f( )( ) and (2) for optimumexternal emission-management, we
should restrict the external emission cone tomatch the incidence cone [9, 18–20]. Inmore detail, the escape
probability pesc is in principle also angle dependent, but for simplicity we have used above the angle averaged pesc
(see supporting information equation (S10)). Technically, the external emission into a given angle results from
the volume-integration of the position-dependent internal emission ratemultiplied by the spatially dependent
probability for escape of a photon to that external emission angle (see supporting information equation (S10)).

Therefore, there is a limit on howmuchwe can decrease pesc forfixed j .em, int ,0 In our case, this limit is given
by the factor of 526 (see supporting information equation (S6)). This factor is themaximum reduction in the
etendue [9] for emissionwhen considering the direct and circumsolar AM1.5D light that is incident from the
cone of 2.5°half angle [4], when starting from completely unrestricted emission to the top sidewith no emission
to the bottom side. At this factor of 526, photons escape only to the small cone of 2.5° half angle, at full
emissivity. In other words, e , , , pol 0top l q f =( ) for θ>2.5°while e , , , pol 1top l q f =( ) for θ<2.5°. In this

case, jem,ext,0,top is reduced by a factor of 526 to 4.50 10 mA cm ,
j

526

2.36 10

526
20 2em,ext,0,top

no restriction
17

**= = - -
- -

andwematch

the emission cone to the incidence cone.Here, j
em,ext,0,top
no restriction- is the value of jem,ext,0,top in the case of no emission

restriction.
If we attempt to decrease pesc beyond this factor of 526, e , , , poltop l q f( )must decrease to below 1 for some

angles θ<2.5°, that is, within the incidence cone. Since there is reciprocity between in-coupling and out-
coupling of light in linear and passive optical systems [34], we haveKirchhoff’s radiation law given by
e A, , , pol , , , pol .top l q f l q f=( ) ( ) Then, when e , , , pol 1top l q f <( ) for some angles in the incidence cone,
the absorptancemust drop, and the short-circuit current drops (see equation (2)where theA(λ), which is
averaged over the angles and polarizationwithin the incidence cone,must drop). Such a drop in jsc leads to a
drop in efficiency if we have chosen an optimumbandgap Eg [9] (even ifVoc might increase).

In contrast, ifEg is below the optimumbandgap, it could in principle be possible to obtain a higher efficiency
by limiting the emission completely around the bandgapwavelength. Such an energy restriction canmake the
effective bandgap of the solar cell appear larger andmore optimized [9], depending on the strength of the non-
radiative recombination [15]. Technically, in terms of the emissivity, we can introduce in this case an effective,
optical bandgapwavelength g,effl such that e , , , pol 0top l q f =( ) for ,g,eff gl l l< < whereas for ,g,effl l<
e , , , pol 0top l q f =( ) for 2.5q >  and e , , , pol 1top l q f =( ) for 2.5 .q < 

3.4. Parasitic absorption
Above, we considered the case of negligible parasitic absorption. For parasitic absorption, equation (5) gives,
assuming again that we consider voltages such that qV?kT,

j j j j j e 13qV kT
sc em,ext,0 parasitic,0 nr,0= - + +( ) ( )

with j p jem,ext,0 esc em, int ,0= and j p jparasitic,0 parasitic em, int ,0= where pparasitic is the probability that an

internally emitted photon is parasitically absorbed. From pesc and pparasitic, we have
precycled=1−pesc−pparasitic, the fraction of internally emitted photons that are re-absorbed, and hence
recycled, in the active region (compared to the precycled=1−pesc that applied in section 3.2 for the case of
negligible parasitic absorption).

Below, we assume for simplicity that the parasitic absorption affects incident photons, and hence jsc,
negligibly, which could be the case for example if the parasitic absorption is weak enough, happens only on the
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back-side of the solar cell, or only for propagation angles fromwhich light is not incident from. To showhow
parasitic absorption affectsVoc, from equation (13), we can solve for:

V
kT

q

j

j j j
V

kT

q
ln ln . 14oc

sc

em,ext,0 parasitic,0 nr,0

oc,rad,no parasitic exth=
+ +

= +-

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ ( ) ( )

Here,

V
kT

q

j

j
ln 15oc,rad,no parasitic

sc

em,ext,0

=-

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ ( )

is theVoc that would result in the absence of parasitic absorption andnon-radiative recombination, and

j

j j j

p

p1
16ext

em,ext,0

em,ext,0 parasitic,0 nr,0

esc int

recycled int

h
h

h
=

+ +
=

-
( )

where still .
j

j jint
em, int ,0

em, int ,0 nr,0

h =
+

TheVoc,rad,no parasitic- is a hypothetical concept: if wemanage tomodify the optics

of the system in such away that j 0,parasitic,0  the emission properties, and hence p ,esc and consecutively
j ,em,ext,0 is expected to change at the same time. Then, as seen from equation (15), due to the change in j ,em,ext,0
the radiative limit forVoc differs fromV .oc,rad,no parasitic- Importantly, from thefirst part of equation (14)we see
that alsowith non-negligible parasitic absorption,Voc is enhanced if jem,ext,0 and hence pesc is decreased.

To highlight some of the possible impacts of parasitic absorption (of internally emitted photons), let us
consider the case of an optically thick active region and parasitic absorption only taking place at the bottom side
for simplicity. Here, by optically thick region, we denote a region that is so thick that all above-bandgap photons
are absorbed beforemaking a round trip between the top and bottom interface. For simplicity, we adopt a ray-
optics approximationwhere light propagates as rays in the active region.Note that in a nanostructured active
region, a dedicated analysis of the Purcell effect and diffractive light scatteringwithin the active regionmight be
needed formore accurate analysis of the emission and absorption of light [38].

In this ray-optics case, the upper limit on parasitic absorption at the bottom interface of the cell is obtained
when all the internally downward emitted photons that reach the bottom interface are absorbed there. This case
gives equivalent loss inVoc as emission into a refractive-indexmatched, inactive substrate (see for example figure
55 in [14]). Thus, in this case of the optically thick cell in the ray-optics approximation, themaximum loss inVoc

due to a perfectly absorbing back-mirror is the same as when having the solar cell on an inactive, refractive-index
matched substrate. In terms of pesc and p ,parasitic if we assume full emission to the top hemisphere (which

maximizes pesc), the upper limit on absorption at the bottommirror is given by n n
p

p cell
2

top
2parasitic

esc

= ( ) ( ) where

ncell is the refractive index of the cell.With typical n 3.5cell = for a semiconductor, and by assuming ntop=1 at
the top side, wefind p p12.25parasitic esc*= as the upper limit in the ray-optics approximation for the parasitic

absorption in the back-mirror.

3.5. The benefit of emissionmanagement for varyingηext and parasitic absorption
Here, we investigate quantitatively the benefit ofmanagement of emitted photons for the non-concentrated
900Wm−2 AM1.5D sunlight. Since j p j ,em,ext,0 esc em, int ,0= we choose to analyze the photonmanagement in
terms of the external emission of photons through equation (14). If we assume that the internal radiative
recombination process stays constant, that is, if jem, int ,0 stays constantwhen jem,ext,0 is varied, then a change in
jem,ext,0 corresponds to an equal relative change in p .esc Thus, we can relate the results for varying external optical
properties, in terms of j ,em,ext,0 to changes in internal optical properties, in terms of p .esc

Infigure 3 (a), we show the benefit forVoc of restricting jem,ext,0 by the emission restriction factor
F1 526  (that can be tuned for example by varying the size of the emission cone—see supporting

information equation (S6)). The results are shown for varying ,ext,inith which is the initial value of exth that applies
at F=1, that is, before any emission restriction. Inmore detail, we assume emission only to the top side, and use
the above calculated value of j 2.36 10 mA cmem,ext,0,top

17 2*= - for jem,ext,0 at F=1, that is, for emission at full

emissivity into the full hemisphere in the top air side. For F>1, we use j Fem,ext,0,top/ for jem,ext,0 in

equation (14). Note that aswe restrict the external emissionwith F>1, exth drops from ext,inith (figure 3(b)),
except for 1ext,inith = where 1exth = for all F. Infigures 4(a) and (b), we show the benefit ofmaximally
restricting the emission for varying .ext,inith

From thesefigures, we see that for an external luminescence efficiency 0.1,ext,inith < there is notmuch point
in restricting the external emission of photons: at themaximum emission restriction of F 526= for the
AM1.5D incident light, the gain inVoc is just 2.5 mV for 0.1,ext,inith = which increases to 59 mV for

0.9.ext,inith = At 1,ext,inith = wefind amaximum increase of 162 mV inV ,oc which corresponds to an increase
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by 15% from the initialVoc of 1.08 V.We expect a similar relative increase in the solar cell efficiency PVh (since
we assume that jsc stays constant), which in this case of a radiatively limited cell gives an increase from the
conventional Shockley-Queisser limit of 33%PVh » to 38%PVh » (see figure 2(b) for the IV curve of the

33%PVh » with 1exth = and F=1).

Figure 3. (a)Benefit of emission restriction onVoc. Here, we consider a solar cell withEg=1.34 eV andwe assume that emission
occurs only to the top side, that is, j 0.em,ext,0,bot = F=1 corresponds to the case without emission restriction, inwhich case emission
occurs at full emissivity to all angles at the top air side. F=526 corresponds in turn to the case where the emission cone is restricted to
match the incidence cone of 2.5° half angle of the AM1.5D solar spectrum.Here, we show results for varying initial ,ext,inith which is
the value of exth at F=1. (b)The drop in exth with increasing emission restriction F.

Figure 4.The same system as in figure 3. (a) Voc for varying ext,inith that applies at F=1.We show Voc for F=1 (no emission
restriction) and F 526= (full emission restriction). (b)Themaximumboost in Voc by emission restriction, which is given by the
difference in Voc at F=1 and F=526 shown in (a). (c)The emission restriction factor F that yields 95%of themaximumvoltage
boost at F=526 shown in (b). (d)The relation between ext,inith and p pparasitic esc at F=1 in the absence of non-radiative
recombination.
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From figure 4(c)we see that for 0.5,ext,inith < it is enoughwith F=25 to obtain 95%of the voltage boost
obtained at themaximum F=526. The requirement on F increases rapidly for 0.9,ext,inith > and for

0.98,ext,inith = F=200 is needed to obtain 95%of themaximumvoltage boost.
The ext,inith is affected by both non-radiative recombination and parasitic absorption. As seen from

equation (16), parasitic absorption and non-radiative recombination enter exth in the samemanner. Then,
assuming zero non-radiative recombination for themoment, that is, when 1inth = and hence j 0,nr,0 = we can
translate the initial ext,inith to the initial ratio of p pparasitic esc shown infigure 4(d). Note that p p 0parasitic esc /

when 1.ext,inith  Infigure 4(d), the spheremarks the point 3.5 12.25
p

p
2parasitic

esc

= = that corresponds to a fully

absorbing backmirror in the ray-optics approximation, or alternatively to parasitic absorption in a refractive-
indexmatched inactive substrate of the same n=3.5 as the solar cell. In that case, 0.0755exth = and the
maximumgain inVoc is just 2 mVby restriction of the emission on the top side (figure 4(a)). Additional non-
radiative recombination drops exth further from the values given by

p

p

parasitic

esc

infigure 4(d), leading to even lower

Voc gainwith the emission restriction on the top-side.
The above analysis of emission restriction, which reduces the recombination current j V ,rec ( ) was done for

non-concentrated sun light. In contrast, if external optics is used for concentrating sun light by a factor ofC,
which is expected to lead to a higher short-circuit current jsc by a factor ofC, theVoc can obtain a boost, as seen
from equation (14), even if exth is low due to strong non-radiative recombination or parasitic absorption [2, 9].
Note that in practice, with increasingC, heating of the cell and series resistance becomes increasingly limiting
factors for the boost inV .oc Note that when 1,exth = that is, when all recombination is radiative andwhen no
parasitic absorption occurs, there is equivalence between angle restriction of emission to reduce j Vrec ( ) and
concentration of incident light to increase j ,sc whereC=F gives the sameVoc with the two approaches to
increaseVoc [16] (see equation (14)where, jsc would be increased by the factor ofC or jem,ext,0 decreased by the
factor of F—note that for this case of 1,exth = j 0nr,0 = and j 0parasitic,0 = ).

3.6.Direct versus diffuse incident light
Above, we focused on the 900Wm−2 AM1.5Ddirect and circumsolar solar spectrum forwhich the light is
incident from a cone of 2.5°half angle [4]. In case we restrict the emission on the top side tomatch that incidence
cone in order to enhance theVoc as infigures 3 and 4, we should use amechanical system to track the sunwith the
solar cell.Without solar tracking, formost of the day, the sunwould be beyond the 2.5° incidence acceptance
cone, and the cell would not generate any short-circuit current and hence no power.

Compared to the AM1.5D spectrum, the AM1.5G global tilt spectrum contains also sky and ground diffuse
scattered light and has an intensity of 1000Wm−2 [4]. Hence, if we are in illumination conditions that follow the
AM1.5G spectrumbut use a sun-tracking cell optimized for the 2.5°half angle with zero absorption and
emission outside of this cone, we expect tomiss out onmore than 99%of the 100Wm−2 of diffuse illumination
(the 2.5° incidence cone corresponds approximately to 1/526≈0.2%of the light incident from the full
hemisphere). Thismissing out of the diffuse light would reduce the jsc potential by≈10%, leading to a 10%
relative decrease in the solar cell efficiency .PVh The relative gain inVoc enabled by the angle restriction outside of
this 2.5° cone is on the other handmaximally 15% (at 1ext,inith = ) and drops to 10%already at 0.985ext,inith =
(see figures 4(a) and (b)). Hence, if we don’t absorb such diffuse light when present, we need a solar cell of
extremely high external luminescence efficiency to gain in PVh from the boost inVoc due to angle restricting the
emission of all above bandgap photons.

However, we could in principle tailor the emission/absorption properties such that the angle restriction
applies only in a limitedwavelength range close to the bandgap energywhere the emission pre-dominantly
occurs, whereas we could allow diffuse light of shorterwavelengths to still enter the solar cell for absorption [13],
as long aswe use a solar tracking system. For the below example analysis, we introduce awavelength restrictionl
abovewhichwe restrict the angular emission. In terms of the absorptance and emissivity,
A e, , , pol , , , pol 1top topl q f l q f= =( ) ( ) at all incidence angles for restrictionl l< to allow for absorption of
the short-wavelength diffuse light, whereas for ,restriction gl l l< < e , , , pol 0top l q f =( ) for 2.5q >  and
e , , , pol 1top l q f =( ) for 2.5q <  (for the calculationwith angle dependent emissivity, we use equation (S3) in
the supporting information; and for calculation of short-circuit current in equation (2), when restrictionl l>

restrictionl l<( )weuse for Iinc l( ) the values given by the AM1.5D (AM1.5G) spectrum).
Infigures 5 and 6, we show the benefit of such angle restriction around the bandgap energy. First, the short-

circuit current jsc dropsmonotonously as restrictionl is decreased (figure 5(a)) since less and less of the diffuse light
is utilized. As restrictionl is decreased from925 to 400 nm, the drop in jsc is approximately 3 mA cm−2, or 10%
relative, close to the upper limit of 10%given by the fraction of diffuse light in the incident spectrum. In
contrast,Voc infigure 5(b) increases initially with decreasing restrictionl since the emission of photons is restricted
more andmore.However, there appears a limit beyondwhich a decrease in restrictionl does not appear to increase
V .oc This plateau region originates from the exponential decay of the emissionwith increasing photon energy (see
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figure 5 in [18]): a restriction of emissivity in a regionwith negligible emission to start with has negligible effect
on theV .oc Actually, there is instead a veryminor decrease inVoc with further decrease in restrictionl due to the
decrease in j .sc Note thatwith decreasing ,ext,inith there is less relative boost inVoc by the emission-angle
restriction. Then, the veryminor decrease inVoc due to the decreasing jsc starts to dominate at a larger restrictionl
over the increase due to emission restriction, and the on-set of the apparent plateau-region red-shifts with
decreasing ext,inith as seen infigure 5(b).

Due to these opposing trends inVoc and jsc when restrictionl is decreased from the bandgapwavelength, a peak
in ηPV shows up for some intermediate restrictionl (figure 5(c)). The value of this optimum restrictionl depends
strongly on ,ext,inith the external luminescence efficiency before any angle restriction is applied (figure 6(a)). For
small values of ,ext,inith the value of restrictionl is close to the bandgapwavelength of 925 nm. That is, in a solar cell
that is strongly non-radiatively limited, we should simply aim tomaximize jsc by not using angle restriction at
all. Also, themaximum relative gain in ηPV by such angle restriction shows strong dependence on .ext,inith The
maximum relative gain in ηPV shown infigure 6(b) is 14% and occurs at 790restrictionl = nm for 1.ext,inith =
Themaximum relative gain drops to 3% at 0.8ext,inith = and to 1% for 0.5.ext,inith =

Thus, there can be benefit of angle restricting the emission alsowhen diffuse incident light is present. Such
wavelength dependent angle restriction could be realized for examplewith a dielectric angle-restrictor
multilayer, withwhich a 3.6 mV increase inVoc has been demonstrated for aGaAs cell [13].

Note that there are conditionswhere the ratio of diffuse light intensity to direct light intensity can increase
well past the expected 10%of the AM1.5G spectrum, for example due to cloudyweather or smog. In such cases,
due to the stronger drop in jsc with angle restriction, the benefit of angle restriction of emission, even if applied
only around the bandgap, is expected to diminish even if ηext is very high.

Figure 5.The dependence of (a) j ,sc (b) V ,oc and (c) PVh on .restrictionl We show results for varying initial external luminescence
efficiency ext,inith that applies before any angle restriction. Note that jsc does not depend on ext,inith under our assumptions. restrictionl
denotes the wavelength abovewhich the solar cell absorbs only from, and emit only to, the 2.5° half-angle incidence cone of the
900 W m−2 AM1.5D spectrum. For ,restrictionl l< the solar cell absorbs diffuse light from the full top hemisphere and consecutively
showsmaximumemissivity to the full hemisphere. That is, for ,restrictionl l< the solar cell absorbs light from the 1000 W m−2

AM1.5G spectrum, and for 925restriction gl l l< < = nm, the solar cell absorbs light from the 900 W m−2 AM1.5D spectrum;
assuming negligible contribution from the diffuse light in the incidence cone of 2.5° half-angle.

Figure 6.The same system as in figure 5. (a)Optimum restrictionl that gives themaximumrelative increase in ηPV shown in (b). The
rugged, fluctuating features in the optimum restrictionl originate from the rugged features in the incident AM1.5D/AM1.5G solar
spectrum. (b)Maximum relative increase in ηPV by optimumchoice of restrictionl compared to the case of no emission restriction.
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4. Conclusions

Weperformed a Shockley-Queisser detailed balance analysis of the benefit of external and internalmanagement
of emitted photons in a single-junction solar cell.We started from a diode-equation and connected the solar cell
performance to the LEDperformance. In this way, we could predict the benefit of restricting the external
emission of photons for varying internal and external luminescence efficiency. Specifically, we predicted a
negligible practical benefit ofmanaging externally emitted photons if the external luminescence efficiency is
below 10%.Also, we connected the external emissivity to the probability that an internally emitted photon
escapes the solar cell. Then, we could explain that we shouldminimize the probability that an internally emitted
photon escapes, as long as we can ascertain that the photons that stillmanage to escape, escape into the cone
fromwhich light is incident from.

Here, wewould like to point out that for design optimization, it could be important to be able to
discriminate parasitic absorption fromnon-radiative recombination in order to knowwhich process limitsVoc

more. Ameasurement of ηint by temperature dependent electroluminescencemeasurements could shine light
on the strength of the non-radiative recombination, but caremust be taken to avoid artefacts, especially if
considering a nanostructured solar cell due to a possible temperature dependence in pesc [38].

In the end, we compared the benefit ofmanaging the emission of photons for (i) the AM1.5D spectrum in
which all light is incident at nearly normal angle and (ii) the AM1.5G global tilt spectrum forwhichwe assumed
10%diffusively incident light.We showed that for such partially diffuse incident light, there can be an up to 14%
relative boost in efficiency by emissionmanagement.
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